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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a solenoid
valve used for automatic torque converter for vehicles
and a manufacturing method thereof, particularly, relates
to a solenoid valve to perform controlling at an appropri-
ate control property and manufacturing method thereof.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] A solenoid valve has been widely used for con-
trolling flow amount and pressure of fluid. In the solenoid
valve, it has been known so-called a linear solenoid valve
using a linear solenoid which controls flow amount and
pressure of fluid by be in proportion to electric current
flowed to a coil, with controlling a magnetic attractive
force of a plunger which is controlled by an amount of
electric current flowed to the coil.
[0003] A structural example of such the conventional
solenoid valve is shown in Fig. 2.
[0004] A solenoid valve 9 shown in Fig. 2 comprises a
coil 20 which generates a magnetic field by electric cur-
rent, a center post 40b wherein a magnetic circuit is
formed by the magnetic field generated by the coil 20, a
plunger 30 which is magnetically attracted to the center
post 40b, a valve 59 integrally provided with the plunger
30 having a rod 50 and a valve element 55, a valve seat
60 having a through hole 61 contacted with the valve
element 55 so as to be opened and closed, a side ring
70 provided so as to enclose a peripheral of the plunger
30, a valve body 80 wherein a bobbin 81 and a cylindrical
portion 82 are integrally provided, and a case 90 which
is a cylindrical shape having bottom, a spring 10 which
defines a position of the plunger 30 by pulling the plunger
to a bottom face of the case 90.
[0005] Also, the solenoid valve 9 comprises a bearing
11 which supports the plunger 30 and a bearing 12 which
supports the rod 50. A first through hole 83 and a second
through hole 84 which communicate with an internal por-
tion and an external portion of the valve body 80 respec-
tively are formed at both ends of the valve seat 60 of a
cylindrical portion 82 of the valve body 80.
[0006] By the constitution, the solenoid valve 9 controls
flow amount or pressure of fluid flew outs from an output
port 85 by opening and closing the valve element 55 of
the valve 59 to the through hole 61 of the valve seat 60
as being the first through hole 83 is an input port for con-
trolled fluid, an edge opening 85 of the cylindrical portion
82 is an output port, the second through hole 84 is a drain
port.
[0007] In the solenoid valve of this kind, a position of
the valve 59 is defined by depending balance of a fluid
pressure (e.g., oil pressure) received by the valve 59, an
attractive force of which the center post 40b pulls the
plunger 30, and a spring force of the spring 10. A pressure
control of the controlled fluid which is output from the

output port 85 is adjusted by controlling the position of
the valve 59. However, when the valve 59 is activated,
the controlled fluid such as oil and the like flows into an
internal side of the solenoid 95 from a space between
the valve 59 and the bearing 12 and a space between
the plunger 30 and the bearing 11, there are some cases
that an effect is given to a control position of the valve
by that a force other than the above mentioned force acts
to the valve 59 due to effects of fluctuation of the control-
led fluid (oil) and air ratio in the solenoid or a temperature.
[0008] Therefore, in the conventional solenoid valve,
although it is not shown in Fig. 2, there is a case that fluid
and air which are flown into an inside of the solenoid (95)
are inlet and outlet by providing a through hole at a bottom
face (upper face) of the case (90) so as to activate as a
drain port.
[0009] Also, for example, a solenoid valve shown in
Japanese Patent Publication No. 2005-299919 (Patent
Document 1), although it is not shown in Fig. 2, it is sug-
gested that a groove 73 is formed at a contact face side
with a bottom face of a case 90 of a flange portion 72 of
a side ring 70, an air through hole which communicate
with an inner portion 95 of the solenoid valve 95 and an
outer portion of the solenoid valve is formed by the groove
73 so that the above mentioned effect is reduced by the
air through hole which is as for so called a breathing bore
(herein after there is a case called as a breathing bore 73).
[0010] In the meantime, some contamination is includ-
ed in the controlled fluid such as oil and the like, if they
are flown into the solenoid valve, there is a case they are
adhered to the inside of the solenoid.
[0011] In particular, a solenoid valve used for an auto-
matic transmission includes high density of a magnetic
contamination in the oil by abrasion of the valve and the
like, also, it is necessary to adjust a pressure for a line
pressure controlling by activating the solenoid valve con-
tinuously, therefore, more large amount of oil which in-
cludes contamination flows into or flows out to the sole-
noid valve. Also, as mentioned above, in the solenoid
valve wherein the drain port or the breathing bore 73 are
provided at an upper portion of the case, the controlled
fluid such as oil and the like flows into the solenoid pos-
itively by providing such bore.
[0012] Then, the contamination flown into the solenoid
adheres in the solenoid due to receiving an effect of a
magnetic field formed in the solenoid. In a constitution of
the above mentioned solenoid, the contamination easily
accumulates particularly at a position between the center
post and the plunger which exchanges a magnetic flux,
namely at a position where a magnetic attractive forces
of the center post and the plunger are acting. Note that,
although the contamination adheres to both plunger and
the center post which form a magnetic circuit, the con-
tamination hardly adheres to the plunger due to frequent-
ly moving thereof, the contamination tends to accumulate
easily at the center post since it is not moving.
[0013] And if the contamination is accumulated at the
position exchanging the magnetic flux of the center post
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and peripheral position thereof, there is a case to provide
an adverse effect to a control property (controlling pres-
sure property) of the solenoid valve, due to changing a
magnetic permeability of the magnetic circuit and gap
lengths of an axial direction and a radial direction of an
attractive portion become ununiformly.
[0014] For responding to such problem, for example,
a solenoid valve disclosed in a gazette of Japanese Pat-
ent No. 3666246 (Patent Document 2), it has been pro-
posed to eliminate adhesion of the contamination by
coating nonmagnetic material to a plunger. However, as
mentioned above, since magnetic contamination accu-
mulates and build-up mainly at a center post, the above
mentioned disadvantageous matter cannot be eliminated
sufficiently, even coating the nonmagnetic material at the
plunger only. Also, by a constitution wherein the nonmag-
netic material is coated at the plunger surface, there is a
case that the coating is removed when assembling due
to insufficient bonding power of the nonmagnetic mate-
rial, there is a high possibility to prevent the adhesion of
the magnetic contamination to the plunger cannot be pre-
vented. Thus, it has been desired a method for preventing
the magnetic contamination more effectively.

Patent Document 1: Gazette of Japanese Patent
Laid Open No. 2005-299919
Patent Document 2: Gazette of Japanese Patent No.
3666246

[0015] US 2001/013584 A1 discloses a stator core in-
tegrally includes a container portion and an attracting por-
tion. The container portion contains and supports a
plunger to allow it to reciprocate thereinside. The attract-
ing portion magnetically attracts the plunger. The plunger
includes a moving core made of magnetic material, and
a nonmagnetic cup fit to the moving core. The cup inte-
grally includes a cylindrical wall covering the outside wall
of the moving core, and a bottom covering the lower end
of the moving core.
[0016] US 2006/065870 A1 discloses a spool valve
movably provided in a valve sliding space of a valve cas-
ing. The spool valve has a through-hole formed in the
inside thereof, and a communication port formed in the
spool valve is operatively communicated with a fluid port
for controlling an opening area of the fluid port by moving
within the valve sliding space.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED BY THE IN-
VENTION

[0017] The present invention has been made by con-
sidering these problems and a purpose thereof is to pro-
vide a solenoid valve which prevents adhesion and ac-
cumulation of magnetic contamination between a center
post and a plunger, eliminates alteration of a magnetic
permeability and maintaining desired control pressure

property for long period, and to provide a manufacturing
method thereof.

MEANS FOR SOLVING TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

[0018] In order to solve the above mentioned prob-
lems, a solenoid valve having the features of claim 1 is
provided.
[0019] The solenoid valve having such constitution,
because a nonmagnetic layer as electroless nickel-phos-
phorous plating layer is formed on a surface of said center
post, magnetic contamination becomes hardly adhered
to the center post, an adverse effect to a control property
due to changing a magnetic permeability by accumulat-
ing the magnetic contamination. As a result, the solenoid
valve available to maintain the desired control character-
istics for a long period of time can be provided.
[0020] By the solenoid valve having such constitution,
an accumulation amount of the contamination to the cent-
er post can be reduced as compared from a solenoid
valve wherein a nonmagnetic material layer is formed on
a surface of a plunger in addition to a surface of a center
post, and an effect to a magnetic circuit of the magnetic
contamination can be reduced further. At the first glance,
it can be considered that it is preferable to form the non-
magnetic material layer on a surface of the plunger which
constitutes one part of a magnetic circuit may reduce the
adhering amount of the contamination to a space be-
tween the center post and the plunger, to maintain the
property of the magnetic circuit at a desired condition.
However, in actually, by forming the nonmagnetic mate-
rial layer on the surface of the plunger, a relative attract
force of the plunger surface and the center post surface
to the contamination closes to a condition when the non-
magnetic material plate layer is not formed on the plunger
surface and the center post surface, as a result, the ac-
cumulate amount of the contamination to the center post
surface increases. On the other hand, if the nonmagnetic
material layer is not formed on the plunger surface, al-
though the contamination easily adheres on the plunger
surface, there are lots of cases that the contamination
adhered to the plunger is removed according to move-
ment of the plunger, and the contamination does not ac-
cumulate on the plunger surface in most cases. There-
fore, it is the most preferable to form the nonmagnetic
material layer on the center post surface only and not to
form the nonmagnetic material layer on the plunger sur-
face, by making this condition, an effect of accumulating
of the contamination to the magnetic circuit can be pre-
vented appropriately.
[0021] Also, preferably, the solenoid valve of the
present invention wherein said composite electroless
nickel-phosphorous plating layer contains 20 to 26 vol-
ume% of PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene (tetra fluoride)
resin).
[0022] By the solenoid valve having such constitution,
because a plating layer wherein PTFE is included at ap-
propriate amount, the contamination adhered to the cent-
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er post becomes further removably, more further effect
can be obtained at a point to prevent the contamination
adhering and accumulating.
[0023] Also preferably, the solenoid valve of the
present invention, said nonmagnetic layer is less than
10mm of layer thickness.
[0024] By the solenoid valve having such constitution,
the nonmagnetic layer is less than 10mm of layer thick-
ness. Strength of a magnetic field formed on the center
post in the solenoid valve becomes weak rapidly when
moves from the center post surface. Namely, by making
a position where the contamination exists away from the
center post surface, the attractive force acts on the con-
tamination decreases significantly. Therefore, the layer
thickness of the nonmagnetic material layer formed on
the center post may be thin sufficiently. Specifically, an
effect can be exerted if a level of a substrate surface is
not exposed, actually, it is preferable that a level of few
mm, more specifically, a thickness of 4mm and the like.
[0025] Note that, a similar effect can be obtained, even
if the thickness of the nonmagnetic material layer formed
on the center post surface is thicker with respect to the
above. However, when the nonmagnetic material layer
becomes thicker, a new problem occurs that a layer thick-
ness (membrane thickness) becomes ununiformly, and
it is not preferable for reducing cost and for increasing.
Therefore, by making the thickness layer of the nonmag-
netic material layer is less than 10mm as the present in-
vention, a solenoid valve having good balance at all sub-
jects such as functional effect of adhering prevention,
uniformity of the layer thickness, reduction of the cost
and increasing productivity, high effect, inexpensive and
high performance can be provided.
[0026] Also, a manufacturing method for a solenoid
valve having the features of claim 3 is provided.
[0027] By the manufacturing method of the solenoid
valve such as the present invention, since the heat treat-
ment to cause said plating layer does not become higher
than 300°C is not performed, the plate layer of the center
post surface taking magnetic can be prevented, it can be
provided the manufacturing method for a solenoid valve
wherein a plate layer as the nonmagnetic material layer
is appropriately formed on the center post surface.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0028]

Fig. 1 is a schematic cross sectional view showing
a solenoid valve of one embodiment of the present
invention.
Fig. 2 is a schematic cross sectional view showing
a conventional solenoid valve.

THE PREFFERED EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVEN-
TION

[0029] With respect to a solenoid valve of one embod-

iment of the present invention will be specified with ref-
erence to Fig. 1.
[0030] A solenoid valve of the present embodiment is
a linear solenoid valve to control a flow amount and a
pressure of fluid which flow outs from an output port by
adjusting an amount of electric current flowed to a coil.
Fig. 1 is a schematic cross sectional view showing a con-
stitution of the solenoid valve 1.
[0031] As shown in Fig. 1, the solenoid valve 1 com-
prises a coil 20, a plunger 30, a center post 40, a rod 50,
a valve element 55, a valve seat 60, a side ring 70, a
valve body 80 and a case 90.
[0032] The coil 20 generates a magnetic field with a
desired strength and a desired direction by controlling
electricity applied from a control circuit which is not
shown. By the magnetic field, as mentioned below, the
plunger 30 is moved, and a position of the valve element
55 which is constituted integrally with the plunger 30, is
controlled so that the valve opens and closes as a desired
condition.
[0033] The plunger 30 is a member which is constituted
as integrally movable with the rod 50 and the valve ele-
ment 55, and is accommodated in the side ring 70. The
plunger 30 is arranged so as to be pulled to a bottom
face (upper face) direction of the case 90 by a spring 10,
when a magnetic attractive force originated from the
magnetic field generated by the coil 20 does not act be-
tween the center post, the plunger 30 is arranged at a
predetermined position in the bottom face (upper face)
side of the case 90. Then, when the magnetic attractive
force is acted between the center post 40 by flowing elec-
tric current to the coil 20, the plunger 30 is absorbed by
the center post 40 with resisting a spring force of the
spring 10, and the plunger 30 is moved to a position where
is corresponding to the magnetic attractive force thereof.
[0034] Note that, the nonmagnetic material layer is not
formed on a surface of the plunger 30.
[0035] The center post 40 is a member which is fixed
to an inner circumferential of the valve body 80 which is
formed by magnetic material, and forms a magnetic cir-
cuit so as to act an attractive force in response to the
strength of the magnetic force to the plunger 30.
[0036] In the present embodiment, an electroless nick-
el-phosphorous plating layer is applied on a surface of
the center post 40, thereby, a nonmagnetic material thin
film (nonmagnetic material layer) 41 is formed on its sur-
face.
[0037] The nonmagnetic material layer 41 is formed at
least on a peripheral position as being a pathway of a
magnetic field connected with the plunger so as to acts
the magnetic attractive force to the plunger. Other than
this area, it is arbitral to form the nonmagnetic material
layer 41 at which area of the surface of the center post
40. For example, a constitution may be formed at whole
area of a face to which the controlled fluid enters into an
inside of the solenoid 95 (space area of plunger side 30
with respect to the valve seat 60 in the valve body 80).
Also, a constitution may be formed at whole circumfer-
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ential surface of the center post 40. In the present em-
bodiment, it is formed at whole circumferential surface
of the center post 40.
[0038] Also, the nonmagnetic material layer 41 may be
for example 10mm maximum and the like so as not to
expose the surface of the center post 40, more preferably
4mm.
[0039] Note that, this nonmagnetic material layer 41 is
formed by electroless nickel-phosphorous plating at the
time of manufacturing the center post 40, when plating
is performed and in the manufacturing process after form-
ing the nonmagnetic plating layer, heat treatment to
cause the nonmagnetic material layer 41 which becomes
higher than 300°C is not performed at all. If the heat treat-
ment which becomes a temperature higher than 300°C
is performed, there is a high possibility that the plating
layer takes magnetic and the nonmagnetic material layer
cannot be formed. Note that, in the electroless nickel-
phosphorous plating, a content rate of phosphorous is 2
to 15%, more preferably 8 to 10%.
[0040] The rod 50 is a rod-like element which connects
the plunger 30 and the valve element 55 and moves in-
tegrally with the plunger 30 and the valve element 55
according to movement of the plunger 30.
[0041] The valve element 55 is provided at an edge of
the rod 50 and moves integrally with the plunger 30 and
the rod 50 according to moving of the plunger 30. And
the valve element 55 closes the valve by seating, and
opens the valve by spacing in response to a spacing sta-
tus thereof. The valve element 55 may be formed inte-
grally with the rod, or may be a constitution attached to
a tip end of the rod 50 as another component.
[0042] The valve seat 60 is a member that a through
hole 61 is provided at a center portion, and is provided
to the valve body 80 so as to contact the valve element
55 to the through hole 61. When the valve element 55 is
seated to the valve seat 60 by the plunger 30 moving,
the through hole 61 of the valve seat 60 is closed, and
thus the valve becomes closing status. Also, when the
valve element 55 is spaced from the valve seat 60 ac-
cording to moving of the plunger 30, the through hole 61
is opened and the valve becomes opening status with in
response to the spaced status.
[0043] The side ring 70 is a cylindrical member provid-
ed as surrounding the circumference of the plunger 30,
and to form one part of the magnetic circuit formed by a
magnetic field from the coil 20. One end portion of the
side ring 70 is formed as a flange portion 72, the side
ring 70 is arranged on a case 90 so that the flange portion
72 is contacted with a bottom face of the case 90.
[0044] Grooves 73 are radially formed on the contact
face of the flange portion 72 and the bottom face of the
case to connect an internal side and an external side of
the side ring 70. The grooves 73 are formed as equally
spaced at some position of whole circumference of the
flange portion, for example, 4 positions or 8 positions and
the like. By the grooves 73, a through hole (there is a
case called as a breathing hole 73) which communicates

with an internal portion and an external portion of the
solenoid is formed. The breathing hole 73 acts as a drain
port to discharge the controlled fluid flown into the sole-
noid 95, or acts as an opening to supply air to the inside
of the solenoid and to exhaust air.
[0045] A valve body 80 is a member that a bobbin 81
and a cylindrical portion 82 are integrally formed. A coil
20 is arranged at a circumferential of the bobbin 81, a
center post 40, a side ring 70 and the like are equipped
to an inner circumferential face thereof, and a moving
body which is composed of a plunger 30, a rod 50 and a
valve element 55, is received at further internal side
thereof.
[0046] The cylindrical portion 82 is a cylindrical mem-
ber so that the controlled fluid passes through an inside
thereof. The valve seat 60 is arranged at the bobbin side
81 of the cylindrical portion 82. Then, at both sides of the
valve seat 60 of the cylindrical portion 82, a first through
hole 83 and a second through hole 84 are formed which
communicate the inner portion and the external portion
of the cylindrical portion respectively. Namely, the first
through hole 83 communicates through the inner portion
and the outer portion of the cylindrical portion 82 at an
tip end side of the valve seat 60 of the cylindrical portion
82, the second through hole 83 communicates through
the inner portion and the outer portion of the cylindrical
portion 82 at the bobbin 81 side of the valve seat 60 of
the cylindrical portion 82.
[0047] Therefore, in a status that the valve element 55
is closed by the through hole 61 of the valve seat 60
which seating at the valve seat 60 the by moving as stated
above, the first through hole 83 side and the second
through hole 84 side of the cylindrical portion 82 of the
valve body 80 are isolated, and a valve becomes closed
status. Also, the valve element 55 is spaced away from
the valve seat 60 according to moving the plunger 30,
the through hole 61 is opened, the first through hole 83
side and the second through hole 84 side of the cylindrical
portion 82 of the valve body 80 become communication
status, and the valve becomes opening status.
[0048] A case 90 is a cylindrical member having a
shape that one end face (an upper face in Fig. 1) is closed
as a bottom face so as to receive the coil 20, the valve
body 80 and the like internally.
[0049] The solenoid valve 1 further comprises a spring
10, bearings 11 and 12, a spacer 13, a bracket 14 and
seal rings 15 and 16.
[0050] The bearing 11 movably supports the plunger
30, the bearing 12 movably supports the rod 50 towards
the axial direction of the solenoid valve 1 respectively.
[0051] A spacer 13 is formed by magnetic material and
is a member arranged between the center post 40 and
the side ring 70 shown in drawings and having a cross
sectional view shown in the drawings. A spacer 13 pre-
vents to form a magnetic circuit which connects between
the center post 40 and the side ring 70 directly, arranged
between the center post and the side 70 ring so as to
form a magnetic circuit via the plunger 30 originated by
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a magnetic field occurs at the coil 20.
[0052] A bracket 14 constitutes one part of the mag-
netic circuit and is a member to mount the solenoid valve
1 at a desired position.
[0053] Seal rings 15 and 16 are O-rings equipped at a
predetermined position of a circumferential of the valve
body 80 so as to prevent leakage of the controlled fluid
from a predetermined flow channel.
[0054] In the solenoid valve 1 having such constitution,
the plunger 30, the center post 40, the bracket 14, the
case 90 and the side ring 70 are constituted by magnetic
materials, respectively. And when the electric current is
flowed to the coil 20, a magnetic field in a direction of the
above mentioned sequence or opposite direction thereof
is made by a magnetic field generated by the coil 20.
[0055] As a result, a magnetic force acts between the
center post 40 and the plunger 30, the plunger 30 is at-
tracted to a direction of the center post 40, and is moved
to a position in response to a magnetic attractive force
acting. According to this, the valve element 55 is arranged
to a predetermined position against the through hole 61
of the valve seat 60, the valve becomes opening and
closing status in response to a position of the valve ele-
ment 55.
[0056] Therefore, in the solenoid valve 1, by controlling
current value applied to the coil 20, a position of the valve
element 55 to the through hole 61 of the valve seat 60 is
controlled, the opening and closing status of the valve
can be controlled as a desired condition.
[0057] Movement of such solenoid valve 1 will be ex-
plained, specifically.
[0058] Here, the first through hole 83 which is formed
at an tip end side with respect to the valve seat 60 of the
cylindrical body 82 of the valve body 80, is as an input
port, an opening 85 at further tip end of the cylindrical
portion 82 is as an output port, a flow amount of fluid
flown out from the port 85 or a pressure of the fluid is
controlled. In this case, the second through hole 84 which
is provided at an inner side with respect to the valve seat
60 of the cylindrical portion 82 of the valve body 80 and
the breathing hole 73 provided between the flange por-
tion 72 of the side ring 70 and the case 90 act as drain
ports for discharging fluid which does not contribute to
the control.
[0059] At first, in a status of the coil 20 is not electrified,
the plunger 30 is maintained at a position spaced from
the center post 40 by a spring force of the spring 10, the
valve element 55 is in a position away from the valve seat
60. In this case, since the valve is in a status of completely
opening, fluid which is flown from the first through hole
83 (an input port) flows to the output port 85 of the cylin-
drical portion 82 and is discharged from the second
through hole 84 as a drain port through the through hole
61 of the valve seat 60. Also, one part of the fluid flows
to a bottom face direction of the case 90 through between
the center post 40, the rod 5 and the plunger 30, and
flows through between plunger 30 and the side ring 70,
and is discharged from the breathing hole 73.

[0060] In this status, a flow amount (controlled flow
amount) of fluid flown outs from the output port 85 is
comparatively small, and a pressure of the fluid (control-
led pressure) flown outs from the output port 85 is also
comparatively low.
[0061] When the coil 20 is electrified, a magnetic circuit
is made at the plunger 30, the center post 40, the bracket
14, the case 90 and the side ring 70 by a magnetic field
generated at the coil 20. Then, a magnetic attractive force
acts between the plunger 30 and the center post 40 there-
by, the plunger 30 is attracted to a direction of the center
post 40 against the spring force of the spring 10. Namely,
the plunger 30, the rod 50 and the valve element 55 in-
tegrated thereof move to a direction of the valve seat 60.
[0062] In this case, when a current flows to the coil 20
is comparatively low, although the plunger 30 moves to
a direction of the center post 40, the vale element 55
does not reach contacting with the valve seat 60, the
valve element 55 becomes a status that maintained at a
neighbor of the through hole 61 of the valve seat 60. This
status is that the valve opens slightly, the fluid flown from
the input ort (first though hole) 83 flow to the output port
85 as well as discharged from the second through hole
84 through an interspace in a opening status between
the through hole 61 of the valve seat 60 and the valve
element 55. Also, as similar with when the valve opens
completely, one part thereof flows to the bottom face di-
rection of the case 90 passes though between the center
post 40, the rod 50 and plunger 30 as well as between
the plunger 30 and the side ring 70, and is discharged
from the breathing hole 73.
[0063] In this status, as compared from a status that
the coil 20 is not electrified, a flow amount (controlled
flow amount) of fluid flow outs from the output port be-
comes larger, and a pressure of the fluid (controlled pres-
sure) flown outs from the output port becomes higher.
[0064] Then, when electric current through the coil 20
becomes a value which is more than a certain amount,
the plunger 30 is attracted to the center post 40 suffi-
ciently, the valve element 55 moves to a position where
contact with the valve seat 60. Namely, the valve element
55 is seated to the through hole 61 portion of the valve
seat 60. In this status, the valve is completely closed
status, the fluid which is flown from the input port (first
through hole) 83 flows to the output port 85 at all. Thus,
a flow amount of the fluid flows outs from the output port
85 becomes equal to a flow amount of the fluid flows from
the input port 83 (the controlled flow amount), a pressure
of the fluid flow outs from the output port (the controlled
pressure) becomes equal to a pressure (basic pressure)
of fluid flows from the input port 83. Namely, in case that
the flow amount and the basic pressure of the input fluid
is constant, the controlled flow amount and the controlled
pressure becomes maximum status.
[0065] In the solenoid valve 1 like this according to the
present embodiment, a magnetic attractive force of the
plunger 30 to the center post 40 can be controlled linearly
by controlling an amount of electric current flowed to the
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coil 20. As a result, the plunger 30 moves to a position
where the pressure of the fluid flows from the input port
83, the magnetic attractive force to the center post 40
direction and the spring force of the spring 10 are well-
balanced, and is maintained at this position. Therefore,
a moving distance of the plunger 30 is controlled by ad-
justing the amount of electric current flowed to the coil
20, namely a position is controlled, thereby the flow
amount flows to the output port 85 (controlled flow
amount) and the pressure (controlled pressure) may be
controlled.
[0066] Then, in the solenoid valve 1 according to the
present embodiment particularly, a nonmagnetic mate-
rial layer having a thickness of few mm by electroless
nickel-phosphorous plating is formed on a surface of the
center post 40. As mentioned above, the one part of the
fluid which does not contribute to the controlling flows
through between the center post 40, the rod 50 and the
plunger 30 and flows into the bottom face direction of the
case 90, and the one part of the fluid is discharged from
the breathing hole 73. Thus, in the conventional solenoid
valve 9 (refer to Fig. 2), the contamination adheres to a
portion at this time wherein an attractive force of a surface
of a center post 40b acts, particularly to the plunger 30,
an adverse effect has been provided to controlling prop-
erties (control pressure property) of the solenoid valve 9.
[0067] However, in the solenoid valve 1 of the present
embodiment, since the nonmagnetic material layer by
the electroless nickel-phosphorous plating is formed on
a surface of the center post 40, an attractive force of the
center post 40 to the contamination can be lowered. As
a result, it becomes hard to adhere the magnetic con-
tamination on the surface of the center post 40, receiving
the adverse effect of the controlling property (control
pressure property) of the solenoid valve 1 by the mag-
netic contamination adhesion can be prevented.
[0068] Also, in the solenoid valve 1 of the present em-
bodiment, it is constituted purposely that the nonmagnet-
ic material layer is not formed on the surface of the plung-
er 30. By making this constitution like this, relative mag-
nitudes of the attractive force of the surface of the center
post 40 to the contamination and the attractive force of
the surface of the plunger 30 to the contamination are
that the attractive force of the surface of the center post
40 to the contamination becomes weak as comparing
from a case that the nonmagnetic material layer is formed
on both surfaces of the plunger 30 and the center post
40, and the nonmagnetic material layer is not formed on
both surfaces. From this action, in the solenoid valve 1
of the present invention, an amount of the contamination
adheres, accumulates and build-up at the surface of the
center post 40 can be reduced, the adverse effect receiv-
ing of the controlling property (control pressure property)
of the solenoid valve 1 by the magnetic contamination
adhesion can be prevented.
[0069] Note that, by making such the constitution, the
attractive force of the surface of the plunger 30 to the
contamination becomes relatively larger, and there is a

possibility to increase number of contamination adhered
to the surface of the plunger 30. However, since the
plunger 30 moves continuously, the contamination ad-
hered to the surface of the plunger 30 removes immedi-
ately in response to movement of the plunger 30, it will
not be at least a status to accumulate the contamination
on the surface of the plunger 30. Then, the contamination
adhered contemporarily on the surface of the plunger 30
does not provide any specific large effects to the mag-
netic circuit property.
[0070] Also, in the solenoid valve 1 of the present em-
bodiment, it is constituted that the spacer 13 is arranged
as closely contacted with the center post 40 (not inserted
pressingly), when assembling, the center post 40 and
the spacer 13 are rubbed each other. At this time, a layer
formed on the surface of the center post 40 is when it is
a film formed by coating, there was a possibility to peel
by rubbing with spacer 13. In case that the film of the
surface of the center post 40 is peeled, a surface of the
center post 40 is exposed which is not preferable since
the magnetic contamination adheres thereto.
[0071] Contrary to the above, in the solenoid valve 1
of the present embodiment, the nonmagnetic material
layer is formed on the whole surface of the center post
by plating whose bonding force is greater than the coat-
ing. Therefore, even if rubbing with the spacer 13, a pos-
sibility of peeling the nonmagnetic material layer be-
comes very low. In the solenoid valve 1 of the present
embodiment at this point, adhesion of the magnetic con-
tamination to the surface of the center post 40 can be
prevented appropriately, and deterioration of the control-
ling property (control pressure property) of the solenoid
valve 1 can be prevented appropriately.
[0072] Also, there is one of technical feature that elec-
troless nickel-phosphorous plating may uniform a thick-
ness of layer (film thickness) extremely. Thus, according
to forming the nonmagnetic material layer by electroless
nickel phosphorous plating, a layer (film) of uniform thick-
ness can be formed, there are no cases that, for example,
occurrence of an interspace between other contact com-
ponents, such as the center post 40 and the space and
the like, enlarging the interspace, by ununiform of the
layer thickness. As a result, a possibility of influence to
the control by infiltration and accumulation of the con-
tamination to the interspace can be reduced.
[0073] Also, in the solenoid valve 1 of the present em-
bodiment, the nonmagnetic material layer is formed as
a thickness less than 10mm, namely a specific preferable
example is 4mm thickness. When the thickness of the
nonmagnetic material layer is more, the influence of mag-
netic field becomes lower and an attractive force which
acts on the contamination becomes lower too. However,
if a magnetic field at a position where the most strong
magnitude in the surface of the center post 40 (the high-
est magnetic flux density) to attract the plunger 30, this
strength becomes weak rapidly when it is away from the
attracting portion even slightly spaced. Similarly, with re-
spect to other surfaces of the center post 40, the strength
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of the magnetic field becomes weak considerably. Then,
the attractive force acts on the magnetic contamination
becomes weak due to the strength of the magnetic field
becomes weak. Namely, the attractive force acts on the
magnetic contamination becomes weak extremely even
if it is slightly away from the surface of the center post
40. Therefore, the thickness formed on the surface of the
center post 40 may be, as a maximum 10mm and the like
that is a level that a substrate surface is covered, its func-
tions and effects can be exerted if such the level of the
thickness exists.
[0074] Contrary to the above, if the thickness of layer
(film thickness) becomes thinner, problems such as uni-
formity of the thickness of layer becomes harder, a cost
becomes higher, its productivity becomes lowered and
the like will be occurred. Therefore, it is extremely ade-
quate to form the nonmagnetic material layer whose layer
thickness is less than 10mm upon considering its func-
tion, cost, productivity and the like overall, and the layer
thickness is extremely effective upon working the present
invention.
[0075] Also, the solenoid valve 1 of the such constitu-
tion, since the contamination adhering amount to the
center post 40 by various factor as mentioned above can
be reduced extremely, a durability of the solenoid valve
1 can be enhanced.
[0076] Further, since this constitution according to the
present invention has been made so as to obtain the
above mentioned distinctive functions and effects without
changing a structure of the solenoid valve 1 and without
providing effects to the magnetic flux formed between
the plunger 30 and the center post 40 which is extremely
effective.
[0077] Note that, the above mentioned embodiments
specified are for easily understanding of the present in-
vention, and does not limit the present invention at all.
Each element disclosed in the present embodiment in-
cludes all design around and equivalents involved in a
technical scope of the present invention, also arbitral and
preferable various modifications are available.
[0078] For example, the forming of the nonmagnetic
material layer to the center post 40 or the above men-
tioned plunger 30 may be made by applying composite
electroless nickel-phosphorous plating layer containing
PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene (tetra fluoride) resin). PT-
FE has properties such as low friction, oil-repellency,
good slippage and the like. Therefore, by including PTFE
in a plating layer which is formed on the surface of the
center post, an effect of the contamination adhered to
the attractive portion of the center post 40 and the plunger
30 becomes easily removable, is occurred. As a result,
adhesion of the contamination to the surface of the center
post 40 can be reduced further, a possibility of receiving
an adverse effect to the control property (controlled pres-
sure property) of the solenoid valve 1 can be reduced
further.
[0079] Note that, it is preferable that content of the PT-
FE is 20 to 26 volume%.

[0080] Also, in the present embodiment, although the
present invention is explained by exemplifying a normal
open type solenoid valve, the present invention can be
applied to a normal close type solenoid valve and similar
effects can be obtained.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0081] A solenoid valve and manufacturing method
thereof can be used to a pulley pressure control, a line
pressure control, a clutch pressure control and the like,
as a more specific example, it is preferably used for a
clutch hydraulic pressure control for an automatic torque
converter for vehicles.

Claims

1. A solenoid valve comprising;
a valve element (55) which opens and closes a fluid
channel for controlled fluid,
a plunger (30) movably connected integrally with
said valve element (55),
a center post (40) which effects magnetic attractive
force on said plunger (30) by forming a continuous
magnetic circuit through said fluid channel for said
controlled fluid between said center post (40) and
said plunger (30),
a magnetic flux generating means (20) which gen-
erates magnetic flux so as to form a continuous mag-
netic circuit between said center post (40) and said
plunger (30),
a side ring (70) which is a cylindrical magnetic mem-
ber provided as surrounding the circumference of
said plunger (30) and forms one part of the magnetic
circuit formed by a magnetic field from said magnetic
flux generating means (20), and
a spacer (13) formed by magnetic material and ar-
ranged between said center post (40) and said side
ring (70),
characterized in that
said spacer (13) prevents to form a magnetic circuit
which connects between said center post (40) and
said side ring (70) directly, and
a nonmagnetic material layer (41) of electroless nick-
el-phosphorous plating layer is formed on a surface
of said center post (40) peripheral to a position where
said magnetic attractive force acts on said plunger
(30), and the nonmagnetic material layer is not
formed on a surface of said plunger (30) .

2. The solenoid valve as set forth in claim 1, wherein
said nonmagnetic material layer (41) is composite
electroless nickel-phosphorous plating layer con-
taining PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene (tetra fluoride)
resin) in which a content rate of PTFE (polytetrafluor-
oethylene (tetra fluoride) resin) is 20 to 26 volume%,
a content rate of phosphorous is 2 to 15%, and a
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layer thickness of said nonmagnetic layer is less than
10mm.

3. A manufacturing method for solenoid valve, said so-
lenoid valve comprising;
a valve element (55) which opens and closes a fluid
channel for controlled fluid,
a plunger (30) movably connected integrally with
said valve element (55),
a center post (40) which effects magnetic attractive
force on said plunger (30) by forming a continuous
magnetic circuit through said fluid channel for said
controlled fluid between said center post (40) and
said plunger (30), a magnetic flux generating means
(20) which generates magnetic flux so as to form a
continuous magnetic circuit between said center
post (40) and said plunger (30),
a side ring (70) which is a cylindrical magnetic mem-
ber provided as surrounding the circumference of
said plunger (30) and forms one part of the magnetic
circuit formed by a magnetic field from said magnetic
flux generating means (20), and
a spacer (13) formed by magnetic material and ar-
ranged between said center post (40) and said side
ring (70), said space (13) preventing to form a mag-
netic circuit which connects between said center post
(40) and said side ring (70) directly, wherein;
a nonmagnetic material layer (41) of electroless nick-
el-phosphorous plating layer is formed on a surface
of said center post peripheral to a position where
said magnetic attractive force acts on sad plunger
(30), and the nonmagnetic material layer is not
formed on a surface of said plunger (30),
said manufacturing method for solenoid valve being
characterized in that
in the step of forming a nonmagnetic material layer
(41) of plating layer on a surface of said center post
(40) by means of electroless nickel-phosphorous
plating, a content rate of phosphorous is 2 to 15%,
and
for temperature of heat treatment after said plating,
said plating layer does not become higher than 300
°C.

Patentansprüche

1. Magnetventil, umfassend:

ein Ventilelement (55), das einen Fluidkanal für
ein gesteuertes Fluid öffnet und schließt,
einen Stößel (30), der mit dem Ventilelement
(55) bewegbar einstückig verbunden ist,
einen Mittelpfosten (40), der eine magnetische
Anziehungskraft auf den Stößel (30) durch Bil-
den eines kontinuierlichen Magnetkreises durch
den Fluidkanal für das gesteuerte Fluid zwi-
schen dem Mittelpfosten (40) und dem Stößel

(30) ausübt,
ein Magnetfluss-Erzeugungsmittel (20), das ei-
nen Magnetfluss erzeugt, um einen kontinuier-
lichen Magnetkreis zwischen dem Mittelpfosten
(40) und dem Stößel (30) zu bilden,
einen Seitenring (70), der ein zylindrisches ma-
gnetisches Element ist, das den Umfang des
Stößels (30) umgebend bereitgestellt ist und ei-
nen Teil des Magnetkreises bildet,
der von einem Magnetfeld des Magnetfluss-Er-
zeugungsmittels (20) gebildet ist, und
einen Abstandshalter (13), der durch magneti-
sches Material gebildet und zwischen dem Mit-
telpfosten (40) und dem Seitenring (70) ange-
ordnet ist,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der Abstandshalter (13) verhindert, dass sich ein Ma-
gnetkreis bildet, der direkt zwischen dem Mittelpfos-
ten (40) und dem Seitenring (70) verbindet, und
eine nicht magnetische Materialschicht (41) aus ei-
ner stromlosen Nickel-Phosphor-Plattierschicht auf
einer Fläche des Mittelpfostens (40) peripher zu ei-
ner Position gebildet ist, an der die magnetische An-
ziehungskraft auf den Stößel (30) wirkt, und die nicht
magnetische Materialschicht nicht auf einer Fläche
des Stößels (30) gebildet ist.

2. Magnetventil nach Anspruch 1, wobei die nicht ma-
gnetische Materialschicht (41) eine stromlose Ver-
bund-Nickel-Phosphor-Plattierschicht ist, die PTFE
(Polytetrafluorethylen-(Tetrafluorid-)Harz) enthält,
in der ein Gehalt von PTFE (Polytetrafluorethy-
len-(Tetrafluorid-)Harz) 20 bis 26 Volumen-% be-
trägt, ein Gehalt von Phosphor 2 bis 15 % beträgt
und eine Schichtdicke der nicht magnetischen
Schicht weniger als 10 mm beträgt.

3. Herstellungsverfahren für ein Magnetventil, wobei
das Magnetventil Folgendes umfasst:

ein Ventilelement (55), das einen Fluidkanal für
ein gesteuertes Fluid öffnet und schließt,
einen Stößel (30), der mit dem Ventilelement
(55) bewegbar einstückig verbunden ist,
einen Mittelpfosten (40), der eine magnetische
Anziehungskraft auf den Stößel (30) durch Bil-
den eines kontinuierlichen Magnetkreises durch
den Fluidkanal für das gesteuerte Fluid zwi-
schen dem Mittelpfosten (40) und dem Stößel
(30) ausübt,
ein Magnetfluss-Erzeugungsmittel (20), das ei-
nen Magnetfluss erzeugt, um einen kontinuier-
lichen Magnetkreis zwischen dem Mittelpfosten
(40) und dem Stößel (30) zu bilden,
einen Seitenring (70), der ein zylindrisches ma-
gnetisches Element ist, das den Umfang des
Stößels (30) umgebend bereitgestellt ist und ei-
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nen Teil des Magnetkreises bildet, der von ei-
nem Magnetfeld des Magnetfluss-Erzeugungs-
mittels (20) gebildet ist, und
einen Abstandshalter (13), der durch magneti-
sches Material gebildet und zwischen dem Mit-
telpfosten (40) und dem Seitenring (70) ange-
ordnet ist, wobei der Abstandshalter (13) ver-
hindert, dass sich ein Magnetkreis bildet, der di-
rekt zwischen dem Mittelpfosten (40) und dem
Seitenring (70) verbindet, wobei:

eine nicht magnetische Materialschicht (41)
aus einer stromlosen Nickel-Phosphor-
Plattierschicht auf einer Fläche des Mittel-
pfostens peripher zu einer Position gebildet
ist,
an der die magnetische Anziehungskraft
auf den Stößel (30) wirkt, und die nicht ma-
gnetische Materialschicht nicht auf einer
Fläche des Stößels (30) gebildet ist,
das Herstellungsverfahren für ein Magnet-
ventil dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass
in dem Schritt zum Bilden einer nicht mag-
netischen Materialschicht (41) aus Plattier-
schicht auf einer Fläche des Mittelpfostens
(40) mittels stromlosem Nickel-Phosphor-
Plattierens ein Gehalt von Phosphor 2 bis
15 % beträgt und
eine Temperatur einer Wärmebehandlung
der Plattierschicht nach dem Plattieren
nicht höher wird als 300 °C.

Revendications

1. Électrovanne comprenant :

un élément de vanne (55) qui ouvre et ferme un
canal de fluide destiné à un fluide régulé,
un piston plongeur (30) monté mobile d’une seu-
le pièce avec ledit élément de vanne (55),
un montant central (40) qui exerce une force
d’attraction magnétique sur ledit piston plongeur
(30) en formant un circuit magnétique continu à
travers ledit canal de fluide destiné audit fluide
régulé entre ledit montant central (40) et ledit
piston plongeur (30),
un moyen de génération de flux magnétique (20)
qui engendre un flux magnétique de manière à
former un circuit magnétique continu entre ledit
montant central (40) et ledit piston plongeur (30),
une bague latérale (70) qui est un organe ma-
gnétique cylindrique mis en place de manière à
entourer la circonférence dudit piston plongeur
(30) et qui forme une partie du circuit magnéti-
que formé par un champ magnétique issu dudit
moyen de génération de flux magnétique (20), et
une pièce d’espacement (13) constituée d’un

matériau magnétique et disposée entre ledit
montant central (40) et ladite bague latérale
(70),

caractérisée en ce que :

ladite pièce d’espacement (13) empêche de for-
mer un circuit magnétique qui relie directement
ledit montant central (40) et ladite bague latérale
(70), et
une couche de matériau non magnétique (41)
constituée d’une couche de dépôt autocatalyti-
que de nickel-phosphore est formée sur une sur-
face dudit montant central (40) périphérique par
rapport à une position où ladite force d’attraction
magnétique agit sur ledit piston plongeur (30),
et la couche de matériau non magnétique n’est
pas formée sur une surface dudit piston plon-
geur (30).

2. Électrovanne selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle
ladite couche de matériau non magnétique (41) est
une couche de dépôt autocatalytique composite de
nickel-phosphore contenant du PTFE (résine de (té-
trafluorure) polytétrafluoroéthylène) dans laquelle
un taux de PTFE (résine de (tétrafluorure) polytétra-
fluoroéthylène) est de 20 à 26 % en volume, un taux
de phosphore est de 2 à 15 % et une épaisseur de
couche de ladite couche non magnétique est infé-
rieure à 10 mm.

3. Procédé de fabrication d’une électrovanne, ladite
électrovanne comprenant :

un élément de vanne (55) qui ouvre et ferme un
canal de fluide destiné à un fluide régulé,
un piston plongeur (30) monté mobile d’une seu-
le pièce avec ledit élément de vanne (55),
un montant central (40) qui exerce une force
d’attraction magnétique sur ledit piston plongeur
(30) en formant un circuit magnétique continu à
travers ledit canal de fluide destiné audit fluide
régulé entre ledit montant central (40) et ledit
piston plongeur (30),
un moyen de génération de flux magnétique (20)
qui engendre un flux magnétique de manière à
former un circuit magnétique continu entre ledit
montant central (40) et ledit piston plongeur (30),
une bague latérale (70) qui est un organe ma-
gnétique cylindrique mis en place de manière à
entourer la circonférence dudit piston plongeur
(30) et qui forme une partie du circuit magnéti-
que formé par un champ magnétique issu dudit
moyen de génération de flux magnétique (20), et
une pièce d’espacement (13) constituée d’un
matériau magnétique et disposée entre ledit
montant central (40) et ladite bague latérale
(70), ladite pièce d’espacement (13) empêchant
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de former un circuit magnétique qui relie direc-
tement ledit montant central (40) et ladite bague
latérale (70), dans lequel :

une couche de matériau non magnétique
(41) consistant en une couche de dépôt
autocatalytique de nickel-phosphore est
formée sur une surface dudit montant cen-
tral périphérique par rapport à une position
où ladite force d’attraction magnétique agit
sur ledit piston plongeur (30), et la couche
de matériau non magnétique n’est pas for-
mée sur une surface dudit piston plongeur
(30),
ledit procédé de fabrication d’une électro-
vanne étant caractérisé en ce que :

à l’étape de formation d’une couche de
matériau non magnétique (41) consis-
tant en une couche de dépôt sur une
surface dudit montant central (40) au
moyen d’un dépôt autocatalytique de
nickel-phosphore, un taux de phospho-
re est de 2 à 15 %, et
pour la température de traitement ther-
mique après ledit dépôt, ladite couche
de dépôt n’atteint pas plus de 300 °C.
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